
Annual Plan
School Goals

2017The Education Brief will inform the creation of the 
    school’s Master Plan. This will be created in 
    consultation with BCE Building Services the school’s
    architect (HBJ), and the community. 
The BCE Revitalisation Grant project will become part 
    of the Master Plan. 
The school will further strengthen partnerships with 
    the local child care centres in order to encourage
    families to attend St. Brendan’s.
Parent Information Nights will be conducted at local
    child care centres for prospective parents. 

Priority 3  Building a Sustainable Future: 
(a) Build sustainability through people and 
capability (b) Ensure stewardship of resources with 
transparency, accountability and compliance
Establishment of effective, productive and
respectful partnerships across the school, parish
and local community.

In 2017 the community of St Brendan’s 
aimed to achieve the broad goals of......
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Maintain the financial viability of the school when 
engaging in resource acquisition.
In consultation with the BCE Communication and 
    Marketing team, a two year marketing plan will be
    developed to guide the school into the future. 
Construct an ICT Strategic Plan with the leadership
    team, IT Technician and staff.    

Align discernment around strategic resourcing to
the contemporary and perceived future teaching
and learning environment.
Principal and Area Supervisor will meet and work with
    Director - South Service Centre to obtain support to 
    work with an architect. A 5 - 10 Master Plan will be 
    formulated which will outline how St Brendan’s will 
    cater for the contemporary learning needs of its 
    students. This work will continue in 2017. 
‘Good to Great’ and Strategic Renewal Funding 
    allocations have been directed to enhancing
    the professional capacity of our teaching staff
    (e.g. MAC Collaborative Professional Learning).



Classes to lead whole school prayer at Star Student 
    and BBB assemblies. These prayers to be centred 
    around the life of Mary MacKillop. 
Teachers will discuss with APRE how prayer is
    facilitated in each classroom across an academic year. 
    This overview will reflect the mandated prayer
    requirements in the Religious Education curriculum.
    This will support the whole school timetabled prayer 
    time process. 
Develop a St Brendan’s template to support the 
    preparation of masses/liturgies. Each class would 
    prepare a liturgy/mass each term for others to attend.
    Each mass/liturgy will have common responses; 
    hymns; etc..
Incorporate ‘sacred singing’ into our weekly timetable 
    - eg. Hymn at assembly - one hymn per term so that
    the children become very familiar. 
To look for opportunities where students can be 
    involved  in ‘outreach’ within the local community - 
    e.g. The choir performing at Parish masses; Senior 
    students representing St Brendan’s at Cathedral
    events; Incursions - invite nursing home and charity
    organisations to visit our school for performances; 
    Family Masses with St Pius X. 

Priority 1  Strong Catholic Identity: 
Strengthen capacity to lead, engage and teach with 
a re-contextualised Catholic world-view within each 
school and office community.
Establishment of a school culture that grows young
Catholics who are religiously educated, faith filled, 
socially just, and willing and active participants in 
the religious and worshipping life of St Brendan’s:

Clear understanding and related action regarding 
the purpose of St Brendan’s School in its Catholic 
schooling context and the overall mission of the 
Church.
Teachers to refine their units of work with the APRE 
    during the designated planning days. 
Teachers to email APRE their unit plans prior to 
    planning day. 
Refer to the BCE Model of Pedagogy when planning
    RE Units.

To include RE in the DELT priority of BCE through 
strategic support of the teaching and learning process 
of Religious Education.
Teachers to refine their units of work with the APRE 
    during the designated planning days. 
Teachers to email APRE their unit plans prior to planning
    day. 
Refer to the BCE Model of Pedagogy when planning RE 
    Units.

Learning Walks and Talks focussing on the Five Key 
    Questions will be conducted regularly:
                       What are you learning?
                       How are you doing?
                       How do you know?
                       How can you improve?
                       What do you do when you get stuck? 
Teachers receive feedback about successful strategies 
    used and areas for development from their peers. 
Celebration of children’s learning progress will occur
     twice per year.
EO-Learning Technologies will support staff in this area 
    through professional learning opportunities at staff 
    meetings.
Our teachers will continue to collaborate with teachers
    on a regular basis from Mary Immaculate, Annerley and 
    St. James’, Coorparoo to build collective capacity in 
    order to  improve the learning outcomes of students 
    (MAC Collaborative).  
Continue the engagement of all staff with the making 
    learning visible 
    principles, with a focus
    on the use of 
    learning intentions
    and success criteria
    to activate learning. 

Priority 2 Excellent Learning and Teaching: 
Grow engagement, progress, achievement and
wellbeing for each student.

Enhance pedagogical practice of teachers through 
the implementation of the making learning visible 
strategies.

MAC Collaborative 2017 School SMART Goal
    By the end of 2017, 95% or greater of students in
    Years 3 to 6 will have demonstrated a growth of at least 
    one point on each of the writing criteria across the year. 
    This  will be achieved by a whole school consistent 
    approach to the teaching of writing based on the 
    expected and effective practices targeted to teacher’s 
    individual professional learning needs. 
Professional learning for teachers around how to use 
    student feedback to guide future planning and teaching. 
Students will create their own learning goals.
Formalize the recording of inclusive strategies and
    adjustments for verified students.
Provide opportunities for teachers to analyse PAT-R and 
    Writing Analysis data to guide planning.

Enhance educational outcomes for all students.

The use of Circle Time in classrooms will be mandated to
    30 minutes each week. 
Introduction and implementation of the Beating Bully
    Bulldozer Program.
Broaden the implementation of the emotional regulation 
    program across the whole school.
Prioritise a date in Term 4 to review yearly goals. 
Clarify having more autonomy for teachers to choose a 
    professional learning goal – this will be done during 
    initial goal setting meeting. 

Establishment of a professional learning community 
that promotes the growth, development and 
well-being of each individual.


